Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel approach in which an intelligent agent can learn complex concepts in abstract forms. This approach provides a useful tool for nonepisodic problems, where agent must search the environment to find special concepts; in addition, yielded abstract representation of the concepts can be used in further high level planning tasks. In order to perform concept learning process in this framework, agent utilizes its own actions according to limitations of sensory data and complexity of related analysis. It extracts required features from environment according to complexity of concepts and their distinctions. These features are composed of sequences of agent's primitive actions. The proposed method is tested on a mobile robot benchmark, and learned concepts are used for a path planning problem. The simulation results demonstrate the capability of our approach in abstracting concepts.
INTRODUCTION
An internal description of the world in an agent's mind is called Concept. It can be composed of objects and events which are similar due to a defined rule [2] . One of the significant abilities of human is abstraction of the environment by means of concepts [3] , and they can deal with complicated real-world due to this kind of capabilities [4] . Abstraction of knowledge makes it more practical and easier to work with, specially to use in other tasks [4] or to transfer it to another agent [5] . This kind of knowledge will assist a decision maker to avoid interfering with low-level information such as sensory inputs. Several researches have been oriented toward this purpose such as [4] , [6] - [11] . Options (macro-actions) is used in order to make abstractions in action space [7] and [8] , while [4] [10] [11] worked on state abstraction methods through syntactic analysis or space mapping techniques. As the main distinguishing characteristic of the latter works, knowledge is learned and consolidated via action based features, which make this approach independent from perceptual information such as state formation of environment.
Two close works to our approach are [12] and [13] . In [12] Mobahi et al. utilize mirror neurons [14] to map perceptual space to action space. Concepts in [13] are defined depend on cyclic sequences of actions. Although agent in that approach can learn concepts in an unsupervised manner, they are not really meaningful for later purposes and they have been learnt just on account of their high rate of being observed. That approach is also carried out thorough Bayesian Network method [15] . In contrast with those two works, our approach can learn concepts in such an abstract way which can make them useful for later high level tasks in which detailed description of concepts would not be considered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Concept Learning algorithm is discussed in section 2. This section is composed of agent's environment specifications, the main idea of behavioural feature extraction, learning mechanism, feature selection method and using agent's perception. Section 3 presents the experimental results on mobile robot benchmark and an example of high level planning. Eventually Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. CONCEPT LEARNING ARCHITECTURE
In this section we illustrate the concept learning approach and its components. In earliest subsections we discuss agent specifications and present a big picture of the algorithm, and then explain detailed description of algorithm parts and the learning process.
A. Environment
The Environment is quantized according to agent's primitive actions and their lengths in the environment. In other words, agent has a set of discrete actions like (1) with fixed lengths to move inside the environment. Α={a1, . . ., an}
Thus, we can quantize environment by size of these movements. There is no need for the agent to know its current position in the environment, neither to have any perceptual tool; however it has to understand effect of its own actions and more precisely, to find feasibility of them which is the essential requirement capability for our algorithm. In plain English, if agent hit the wall, it is supposed to notice this event and consequently unfeasibility of its action.
B. Behavioural Features
As mentioned in section I, proposed algorithm is going to work independent of agent's perceptual tools to present an abstract knowledge about concepts; therefore concepts should be defined based on agent's actions. On the other hand, this algorithm is looking at the concepts through classification aspects, and like all classification algorithms, agent needs some features to distinguish between concepts. In order to achieve this goal, we define Behavioural Feature (BF) Fi as follows:
which is composed of sequences of agent's primitive actions at+x. Index t is instance of first sequence, and x represents sequence number with respect to t. The parameter k in (2) is the length of the feature which is independent from i. For testing a BF, agent uses its basic actions in sequence to move or make effect in the environment.
C. Using feasibility for classification
To perform each sequence of a specific feature in the environment, agent must be able to perform previous sequences up to the current one. In other words, the feature must be feasible up to the current sequence, so we can determine value of a feature according to number of its feasible sequences. For example, if the feature is executable up to third sequence then its value will be 3.
This value depends on where agent tries the feature, thus, when agent tests a specific BF in various parts of environment, the feature can achieve different values. By taking advantage of this fact, we can define concepts in a way that they can be distinguished based on their features' values. Put it this way, when agent tries a set of BFs in two different parts of environment, if the values of BFs in these parts are dissimilar, then agent can distinguish between them, and from classification point of view, agent can classify them. Figure 1 demonstrates a graphical sample for classification of two concepts in feature space.
Hence we can define concepts as sections of the environment which can be distinguished by agent's behavioural features, that is, set of sequences of primitive actions. By considering this definition, the environment can be also dynamic, which means that position of concepts in environment or type of them can vary. 
D. Concept's Boundary
We define concepts similar to a classification problem, so agent uses a set of features in order to distinguish between concepts. As well as all types of classification algorithms, agent needs data for learning part and this data consist of set of exemplars which agent can achieve them gradually and during algorithm procedure. Therefore in our approach we should prepare data as well as classification algorithms. It means, we should represent agent with concept samples, and these samples should be distinguished from rest of the world. Therefore, concepts need a boundary to be separated from other components of the environment.
In fact, this boundary restricts execution of BFs sequences ( Figure 2 ). To simplify it, a boundary for a concept tells agent when to stop execution of a BF whether it can continue rest of it or not.
E. Learning mechanism
Learning mechanism of the algorithm is similar to same procedure in incremental classifications. In these algorithms, learning is based on classification error, which means that agent's mistakes in recognition of concepts lead it through the learning procedure. In other words, when agent fails in recognition, it tries to learn the concept via behavioural features. Learning phase is made of two parts; first, agent tries to distinguish current concept from other ones by using current BFs in its mind. Then if that failed, it tries to build a new feature according to current concept.
The new feature will be built by the use of agent's basic actions in order to generate a different sequence of actions from other existed BFs. During this process, agent chooses its actions stingily, which means that optimal feature is the one with minimum sequences.
F. Working Memory
Agent stores information about concepts in its memory as a set of concept number, tested features for the concept and values of these features. During execution of the algorithm, in case of learning a new concept or updating knowledge about previous concepts, information in this memory will be updated. Besides that memory, agent has another memory called Working Memory (WM) which shows quality of agent's knowledge during algorithm run. When agent notices lack of knowledge about a concept which occurs after a miss-classification, the concept will be sent to this memory. Afterwards, agent will update its knowledge about that concept at its next visit. Then the concept will be removed from this memory.
G. Auxilary concepts
According to the environment pattern and types of concepts, agent may confront with regular situations that are apparently similar to concepts. This similarity is based on currently extracted features and current knowledge of agent about concepts. These situations are not part of set of conceptual situations and hence are unimportant as classification point of view; however they can play a significant role in learning procedure and classification result. So if agent learns these situations in order to distinguish them from real concepts, it will improve the classification performance by preventing recognition mistakes, also by learning differences between concepts and these unimportant situations, agent can improve its learning speed.
These situations are called Auxiliary Concept and the important fact about them is that they are defined unsupervised and based on agent's decision and just inside the agent's mind. Thus, they will not participate in later high level planning tasks or any other high level task related to the learnt concepts.
H. Feature selection method
In the recognition process, by consecutive tests of Fi s from feature set F, the agent tries to find out whether current situation is a concept or not. According to actionbased nature of BFs, agent has to consume time and energy in order to test them in the environment. Therefore, the more Fis executed by agent, the more it brings disadvantages along. Thus, it would be optimal if agent could recognize the situation with minimum number of BFs' tries. The possible minimum number depends on variation of concepts' types and similarities in values of utilized features. For example, if Fx has value of 3 just in concept j, in case of testing this feature in a situation and achieving value of 3, the concept would be certainly j. Incidentally, agent does not know about condition of the situation beforehand, so it cannot use pattern of values of BFs in concepts as precisely as mentioned above; however, if agent could achieve some probabilistic knowledge about that pattern, it can decide more properly. To clarify, if agent knows probability of values of BFs in the environment as P(VFi=x) and pattern of these values, then it can use (3) to choose optimum feature for testing in current situation.
S=P(VFi=x)/Nix
If for a pair of i and x above criterion achieves its possible maximum value, then it is highly probable that feature i has value of x in this situation and testing this feature will lead to minimum remained options and so best choice would be feature i. Nix denotes number of concepts in which feature i takes value of x. Agent can calculate this value based on current knowledge of agent about pattern of BFs in the learnt concept. The other factor, P(VFi=x) is calculated according to (4) .
The part P F i =x| C j in (4) can be calculated based on knowledge of agent and can only take two values, 0 or 1. In other words, if the situation is equal to concept j then there will be two definite conditions, whether feature i has value x in that concept or other values. In first condition the probability will be 1 and otherwise will be 0. Consequently, for any arbitrary pair of i and x, agent knows which of these two conditions will be fulfilled with respect to its current knowledge. Hence, P F i =x| C j will be calculated as:
The next important element in (4) is P(Ci) which is the probability of seeing each concept in entire environment. Although this probability consists of factors such as distribution pattern of concepts in environment, policy of agent's movement and percentage of each type of concept, agent can calculate this probability through its own experiences. Despite the fact that observing concepts cannot be completely a random process, the process can be considered as a Stochastic Process from agent's point of view and what it percepts from the environment. Therefore, calculated value would be an experimental probability of seeing concepts by agent. Agent can calculate that probability by using amount of observed concepts and by the use of (6).
where NCit is the number of observation of concept i up to time t and TCt is total amount of observed concepts. In each step of recognition, S can be find out and then utilized to select next feature in order to test in current situation. In addition, each time that agent examines a BF, the remained choices will be narrowed down, so Nix and consequently S will be calculated just according to these remained concepts. In other words, value of S depends on result of examined features on the current situation and varies during the recognition process.
I. Perception
In the proposed algorithm, in order to classify concepts, agent does not need any perceptual ability; though, proper perceptual equipment can helps agent to improve its performance. If agent could find out feasibility of its actions via gathered sensory data, then it can perceive values of features in each situation and consequently recognize the situation without trying any feature. Hence agent needs to discover possible links between its perceptional and motor specifications to reduce disadvantages of its motor tests.
In order to achieve these links agent can use its environmental experiments, and connects its observation vector O j = o a ,…, o z to its action vector A j = a a ,…, a z build up action-observation matrix (7).
Index i is length of vector A j which can be covered by vector O j from observation space. Agent holds a snapshot of its sensory data in its memory before performing each action, and then saves result of the test in a table similar to  TABLE I . After gathering this statistical information, agent can use them to find possible links. Agent considers two main rules to conclude a possible link:
1. Action ai must be feasible in all occasions in which oi shows free.
Action ai must be non-feasible in all occasions
in which oi shows block. In case of satisfaction of these two rules agent can conclude that ai is linked to oi and feasibility of action ai can be determined using data of this part of observation.
To find the perceptual link for a series of actions, agent has to hold the snapshot of sensory data in its memory until the execution of last action in the series; then, by doing the procedure similar to one step action-observation, related data to last action will be saved in the information table. In fact, agent must follow a previous created link of actionobservation before doing the last action in the series. As single step form, agent can add a new action-observation link to previous chain via considering above tow mentioned rule.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, simulation results of the proposed algorithm in a selected benchmark are presented. The chosen benchmark is a mobile robot problem in a 32x28 Grid-World environment (Figure 3 ) which is composed of obstacle blocks and free cells for agent to transmit over them. Agent has four basic actions as (8) via which travel through the states of environment. Also, environment is quantized according to these actions length as shown in Figure 3 .
Concepts are located in Figure 3 via squares with solid boundaries. 
A. First simulation
In order to collect required information for both actionobservations link and classification part of algorithm, agent needs to move inside the environment based on a transition policy, so that agent can collect necessary information. In our simulations we used a Q-learning approach [16] in which agent has three goals in the environment to reach (G words in Figure 3) , thus, agent uses its extracted BFs beside the Q-learning algorithm to recognize situations inside the environment. The simulation has been carried out in four conditions. First simulation is done without any auxiliary concept and feature selection is conducted randomly. Auxiliary concepts are used since second simulation and in third one the probabilistic feature selection method is been utilized. For demonstrating procedure of building action-observation links, we assumed a perception domain for agent as Figure 4 and this extra ability has been used in last simulation. To evaluate agent's classification performance, it receives reward signal with value of 100 in case of correct recognition and this value would be -100 in miss-classification occasions. Simulation results are presented in Figure 5 and TABLE II. In this simulation, agent has extracted 14 features which 9 of them are brought in TABLE III. Performance results of simulations are presented in Figure 5 . As depicted in Figure 5 , auxiliary concepts could improve performance of agent and make tenuous decrease in average amount of tried BFs in each concept. Some of these learnt auxiliary concepts are indicated by dashed line boundaries ( Figure 3) ; however proposed feature selection method decreased this amount more and it shows that agent has been able to achieve a good estimation of P(Ci). Expectedly, using perception led to minor use of BFs and Figure 6 shows gradual process of building actionobservation links, so agent could find 19 links until 5000 th recognition which three of these links are brought in TABLE IV.
By comparing fig 6 with fig 5- b at time 2000, we notice a major rise in number of action-observation links; however there is no noticeable change in average of tested BFs in Figure 6 . This is happened because of extraction of new BFs during the learning process and the fact that not all of action-observation links are supposed to be conforming to the existed and new created BFs structure.
B. High level planing
As mentioned before, this algorithm can provide an abstract description of concepts. This abstract knowledge makes agent's decision making independent from its position in environment and position of concepts in the World; therefore, it can use the knowledge to recognize concepts no matter how big or complicated the environment is. The agent can utilize this capability to perform high level planning tasks in large environments. For instance, agent could use its knowledge in second environment (Figure 7) to follow a high level addressing in our benchmark. This addressing is based on learnt concepts in previous simulation and is been utilized to send agent from point A to B in the environment. A brief sample of this addressing is "go forward until reaching concept X, then turn left and go straight until seeing concept Y, then …".
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel algorithm is presented which helps an intelligent agent to achieve an abstract representation of concepts in its surrounding environment. Simulation results As illustrated in tables, these features are derived from sequences of agent's primitive actions, so definition of concepts is independent from perceptual means. The path planning simulation has demonstrated that abstract representation of concepts can help the agent to use its knowledge in various high level tasks and different environments.
Furthermore, agent can utilizes some internal auxiliary concepts in order to achieve a model of current environment. This description from environment is internal and is built through the recognition lapses of algorithm in respect of learnt concepts, so as exhibited, agent can identify its living environment based on its needs and adapt its learning procedure to current environment, and consequently to improve its performance.
A feature selection method has been proposed based on agent's knowledge about rate of seen concepts and pattern of feature-values in these concepts. According to simulation results, this selection method can minimize amount of tested features in each recognition phase, and consequently reduce agent's time and energy consumption.
Although this algorithm is designed based on agent's actions, it can benefit from perceptual space, i.e. the information from agent's sensory equipments. Agent can use this information in order to find out feasibility of its actions without triggering any physical decision; therefore agent can save energy and time based on how good is its perceptual equipments and how fast can learn actionperception links.
A future horizon for this work is designing agents who can determine which concepts are beneficial to learn in order to improve performance of their high level task. 
